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Abstract
Small satellites are specially adequate for Segmented Architecture. The use
of  this  architecture  in  upcoming  satellite  missions  will  require  multiple
changes in both the flight and ground segments. Our company, as a CONAE
contractor providing ground segment engineering, software and operations,
has started developing software for the ground segment of satellite missions
based  on  Segmented  Architectures.  Due  the  novelty  of  this  new
architecture, and in order to improve the integration and validation phases
while balancing the costbenefit equation, we propose a development cycle
that includes an experimental validation phase based on the use of drone
squadrons. 
We are developing a ground segment for controlling drone squadrons with a
segmented architecture.  This  system would  be  used as  a  test  bench  to
validate  future  ground  segment  systems  for  segmented  architecture
satellite misions. Our approach offers a low-cost, intermediate step between
the software-based simulation and the hardware-in-the-loop simulation of
ground  segment  systems.  In  this  paper  we  present  our  work,  still  in
progress, involving the reuse of our company's software and experience in
the engineering, development and operation of ground segments, in order
to  create  a  system  able  to  be  used  in  the  upcoming  Segmented
Architecture-based missions. The proposed development cycle for the new
ground segment software is the following. 

1 Analysis of test bench requirements: the requirements of the
system  to  be  developed  have  to  be  discovered,  determining  the
needs of  the future Segmeted Architecture-based satellite missions
and its developers.
2 Exploration  of  available  systems:  it  includes  a  survey  of
traditional  ground  segment  modules  that  can  be  reused  and  an
analysis of current software to control and monitor a drone.
3 Design and development of  a  ground segment-based control
center for drones: the traditional ground control is modified to control
a drone.
4 Design  and  development  of  a  ground  segment  for  drone
squadrons:  the previously developed ground segment for drones is
modified to monitor and control  a squadron of N drones. The main
factors  to  take  in  account  are  the  communication  channels  with
several  drones,  the analysis  of  incidents  (changes  is  the squadron
status that put the mission in peril), and the definition of alternative
plans to solve those incidents.



5 Expand the drone autopilot firmware with functionalities usually
found in a satellite's Command and Data-Handling subsystem. First
following a traditional architecture, and then using a segmented one.
6 Modifiy the ground segment for drone squadrons to manage a
drone squadron with Segmented Architecture-enhanced autopilots. 
7 Modify  the  ground  segment  for  Segmented  Architecture-
enhanced drone squadrons to manage Segmented Architecture-based
satellite missions.

This approach will  allow us to have, after phase 6,  an experimental  test
bench to simulate Segmented Architecture satellite missions by using drone
squadrons, with autopilot-modified drones, as an intermediate step before
creating a Segmented-Architecture satellite ground system. 


